THEY’VE BOTH BEEN SPIED ON, SLANDERED AND CALLED “RUSSIAN AGENTS.” BUT WE KNOW THE TRUTH.

The Political Establishment that fears both sent the same political assassin after both: Robert Mueller.

Now available in a damning exposé, LaRouchePAC provides the real history of the establishment's favorite political hitman.

GET THE FULL DOSSIER HERE
HTTP://LPAC.CO/RMUELLER
Robert S. Mueller III is the Special Prosecutor, the darling of the Mainstream Media and the transatlantic elites. He is supposed to complete the coup against the President. Did you know:

· The British demanded the heads of both Lyndon LaRouche and Donald Trump and are using the same man to get them?

· Robert S. Mueller covered up George H.W. Bush’s cocaine financing of his regime change operations and freed the leaders of major drug cartels to do it?

· Mueller used “aggressive deception” to cover up the British and Saudi role in murdering 3000 Americans on September 11, 2001?

· Mueller helped design the modern surveillance police state and has been caught repeatedly prosecuting the innocent?

Pull the Mueller thread, and you’ll begin to understand what’s happened to the United States over the last 30 years.

GET THE FULL DOSSIER
HTTP://LPAC.CO/RMUELLER
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